The flow injection of sodium silicate solution into a large reservoir of lighter cupric sulfate solution creates single, downward growing precipitation tubes. These hollow structures have diameters in the range of 0.8-2.4 mm and can grow several centimeters in length. Four distinct growth regimes are observed, and their stability in terms of flow rate and cupric sulfate concentration is investigated. Three of these growth regimes resemble behavior reported earlier for the injection of cupric sulfate into silicate solution. However the "reverse" conditions studied here reveal one distinctly different regime in which tube growth is limited by repetitive fracturing. The lengths of the broken-off tube segments and the times between subsequent break-off events can be described by log-normal distributions.
Introduction
Self-organizing reaction-precipitation processes are ubiquitous in nature. They can cause the formation of permanent tubular structures due to the interplay of chemical processes and transport phenomena such as diffusion and fluid flow. The spectrum of examples is extremely diverse and includes hollow micrometer-scale fibers in cement, [1] [2] [3] biomineralized shells of marine algae, 4, 5 precipitation tubes in corrosion systems, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] mineral deposits in caverns 12-15 (e.g., soda straws), and so-called "black smokers" which are up to 30 m tall tower-like hydrothermal vents on the ocean floor. 16 Among the tube-forming reaction-precipitation systems, the most widely known example is a class of reactions known as "silica gardens" or "chemical gardens". [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] These reactions create millimeter-scale precipitation tubes that grow upward at rates of millimeters per second to millimeters per day. Typically, the process is initiated by seeding small salt crystals into a solution of sodium silicate (waterglass). The subsequent tube growth involves colloidal intermediates and is driven by the coprecipitation of amorphous silica and metal hydroxides (or oxides). A great variety of salts can be employed as seed crystals excluding those of group 1A elements. Moreover, hollow fibers can also form if waterglass is replaced by solutions containing anions such as borate or carbonate.
Silica gardens have been studied since the 17th century. 26, 27 Many of these early studies were motivated by the amazing "life-like vegetation" created during the precipitation processes, and even in the 19th century some researchers considered silica gardens to be pre-biotic life forms and models for the genesis of life. 28 Obviously, advances in biochemistry have dismissed these ideas. Nonetheless, silica gardens are still familiar to today's general public partly because the phenomenon is discussed in the popular literature [29] [30] [31] and also because the needed reactants are included in many educational chemistry kits. Perhaps more surprisingly, the study of silica gardens has experienced a renaissance in modern research and many of their intriguing chemical and physical aspects have been discovered only in very recent years. For instance, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies by Collins et al. showed that precipitation tubes in the aluminum silicate system are hierarchical nanostructures. 32 Other experiments revealed that the chemically activated tube walls are highly efficient Brønsted acid catalysts 33, 34 and that chiral tubes can form in the presence of strong magnetic fields. 35 Tube growth was also investigated under microgravity conditions. [36] [37] [38] The qualitative description of tube growth in silica gardens involves the formation of a semipermeable, colloidal membrane around the dissolving seed crystal. 39 As the concentration of the metal salt ion increases, a buildup of osmotic pressure occurs and the inflow of water across the membrane causes it to breach. This breach allows the release of buoyant solution into the surrounding waterglass, and tube growth occurs around a vertical jet due to the build-up of solid products. Tube growth in the silica gardens is also closely related to the setting of the cement which is essentially a mixture of limestone and clay (tricalcium silicate, dicalcium silicate, tricalcium aluminate). As water is added to this mixture, silicate grains become surrounded by a colloidal membrane from which micrometer-scale tubes emerge. This process is obviously similar to the one in silica gardens, but in cement, the reactants are arranged in a reverse fashion and silicate particles are the actual seeds. Although in recent years some studies have been conducted to elucidate this rather complex hydration mechanism, many of the underlying phenomena remain unexplained. 40 A few of the difficulties hampering quantitative studies of silica gardens (and the setting of cement) are the continuous dissolution of the seed particle, the blistering of the membrane at multiple sites, the presence of air bubbles, 41 and the interaction of neighboring tubes. To eliminate these problems, ThouvenelRomans et al. developed a method which allows the collection of quantitative data based on flow-controlled injection. [42] [43] [44] [45] This method replaces the seed particle with a "seed solution" which is injected into a large volume of waterglass at constant flow rates of several milliliters per hour. This approach yields long, solitary tubes that grow in upward direction and has allowed the identification of three distinct growth regimes coined jetting, popping, and budding. We note that these growth regimes depend strongly on the density difference between waterglass in the reservoir and the injected seed solution.
All earlier investigations on flow-controlled tube growth involved the injection of salt solutions into waterglass. In this article, however, we analyze tube formation under reVerse conditions, that is, conditions in which waterglass is injected into a large reservoir of cupric sulfate solution. Furthermore, tubes are growing downward because the waterglass is denser than the employed cupric sulfate solutions. In particular, we report the existence of reverse jetting, popping, and budding regimes and, more importantly, describe a qualitatively novel regime in which growth dynamics are affected by the repetitive break-off of large tube segments.
Experimental Section
Solutions of 1.0 M sodium silicate (Na 2 SiO 3 ‚5H 2 O, Fisher) are prepared and then injected into a large reservoir containing cupric sulfate solution (CuSO 4 , Aldrich). The injection is carried out in a downward direction through a vertical glass capillary (length ) 6 cm; inner diameter ≈ 1 mm). The injection rate is controlled and predetermined using a syringe pump (KD Scientific 200). A cylindrical glass vessel (height ≈ 25 cm; inner diameter ) 3.5 cm) serves as the container for the cupric sulfate solution. Solutions are prepared in nanopure water (18 MΩ cm, Easy-pure UV, Barnstead). All experiments are carried out at a temperature of (21 ( 1)°C.
At constant temperature, the density of the cupric sulfate solution has an essentially linear dependence on cupric sulfate concentration. Consequently, the density difference ∆F between the sodium silicate solution (waterglass) and the cupric sulfate solutions obeys a linear relation ∆F ) F WG -(F H2O + [CuSO 4 ]) where the density of waterglass and the density of water equal F WG ) 1124 kg/m 3 and F H2O ) 998 kg/m 3 , respectively. The proportionality constant has been measured as 0.15 kg/mol. 46 Optical micrographs of the growth dynamics are acquired with a monochrome charged-coupled device camera (COHU 2122) connected to a PC via a frame grabber board (Data Translation DT3155, 640 × 480 pixels at 8 bit/pixel). Image sequences are captured using HL Image ++97 software. The images are collected at a typical rate of 1-2 frame/s and then analyzed using MATLAB routines.
Results
In typical silica gardens, tube growth occurs in an upward direction from a seed crystal at the bottom of a waterglassfilled reaction vessel. As described in the Introduction section, this article focuses on the reVerse conditions, and all precipitation structures are growing in the downward direction. Consequently, no vertical structures will form from a seed located at the bottom of the vessel but one rather observes the formation of a bluish, gel-like mound with no clear macroscopic structure. Nonetheless, tubes formed under reverse conditions can be studied if a sodium silicate particle is held mechanically in the upper portion of a salt solution such as aqueous cupric sulfate. Figure 1 gives a typical example for tube growth under such conditions. In this experiment, the sodium silicate crystal is glued to a thin glass capillary. Upon submerging the seed into the copper solution, the crystal is rapidly covered with a blue, colloidal substance ( Figure 1a ) that is likely to contain large amounts of colloidal copper hydroxide. Subsequently, we observe the formation of a downward growing tube as well as a pile of bluish product at the bottom of the reaction container (parts b and c of Figure 1 ). Close inspection of our image data suggests that the tube grows around a descending fluid jet which can be vaguely discerned in Figure 1b . Eventually, tube and product pile meet (parts d and e of Figure 1 ) and all further product formation simply increases the size of the "stalagmitelike" pile.
Although the experiment in Figure 1 demonstrates that tube growth can occur from a silicate seed submerged in cupric sulfate solution, the setup does not allow satisfactory control of the experimental conditions because the size and the structure of the seed as well as the glued contact are difficult to reproduce. Moreover, the silicate seed is of finite mass and undergoes continuous dissolution which introduces undesired transients that are hard to characterize and/or control. In the following, we therefore employ the injection method described in the Experimental Section. Using this technique, we are able to distinguish four qualitatively different growth regimes.
A representative example for each of these four regimes is shown in the image sequences of Figure 2 . The first row (a) illustrates tube formation in a dynamic regime that will be referred to as reVerse jetting since it is reminiscent of the jetting growth described in two earlier studies that involved the injection of cupric sulfate into a large volume of waterglass. Reverse jetting growth occurs for high flow rates (35-200 mL/ h) and requires high density differences (100-120 kg/m 3 ) between the cupric sulfate solution in the reservoir and the denser, injected sodium silicate solution. Specifically, we find that solitary tubes form around a continuous, descending jet. Due to differences in refractive index, this jet can be seen in Figure 2a as a very faint line. The smooth and cylindrical precipitation tube appears only slightly darker than the descending fluid jet while the conical base close to the injection nozzle is rather thick and readily discernible. To guide the reader, we mark the approximate extension of the tube in the last snapshot by a black arrow. For the parameters of this specific experiment, the growth velocity of the tube and the average, outer tube radius are 3.8 mm/s and 750 µm, respectively. The tubes grown in the reverse jetting regime are rather delicate, and we did not succeed in extracting them for subsequent processing or analysis.
Reverse jetting behavior ceases and gives way to a qualitative different form of tube growth if the density difference between injected and outer solution is smaller than 110 kg/m 3 and the flow rate is lowered to values between approximately 25 and 185 mL/h. Figure 2b shows a sequence of eight consecutive snapshots that illustrate the dynamics of this reVerse popping growth. Most importantly, it involves the periodic release of drop-like pieces of colloidal matter which sink to the bottom of the container. For the specific parameters of the experiment in Figure 2b , we find an average oscillation period of 1.8 s. The average speed of tube growth is 0.30 mm/s, and the average outer radius is 1.2 mm. Moreover, we observe that the tubes formed in this oscillatory growth mode are wider and thicker than those synthesized under "non-reverse" jetting conditions.
The third growth regime, in the following called reVerse budding, can be observed for even smaller density differences between the two reactant solutions. As illustrated in Figure 2c , reverse budding yields bulging, unbranched structures that perhaps are best described as a tube-like chain of hollow nodules. The growth dynamics are similar to that in the reverse popping regime but no detectable fragments of colloidal matter are released. The overall process involves the repetitive generation and expansion of small colloidal bubbles. Once these nodules reach a critical size, they burst and nucleate a new nodule thus completing the growth cycle.
The latter three regimes and the resulting macroscopic tube morphologies are similar to the jetting, popping, and budding growth observed earlier for non-reverse conditions. For reverse conditions, however, we succeeded in identifying a fourth distinct regime, which, for the lack of a better term, will be referred to as fracturing growth. The image sequence in Figure 2d presents a typical example for this novel type of tube formation. During rather long periods, the tubular structures grow steadily downward although no jet of sodium silicate solution can be detected. The steady growth is interrupted by major break-off events, two of which are captured in the third and eighth snapshot of Figure 2d . During these catastrophic events, long, cylindrical segments split off and sink toward the bottom. The break-off events repeat rhythmically but lack a unique period. Also, the length of the released fragment can vary significantly.
To further characterize tube formation under reverse conditions, we survey the growth behavior by systematically varying experimental parameters. Three key parameters are the flow rate Q and the reactant concentrations of Na 2 SiO 3 and CuSO 4 . The two concentrations affect the reaction rates and determine the density difference ∆F between the reactant solutions in the reservoir and the injected jet as well as the viscosities of the fluids. We note that the nozzle geometry appears to be of no relevance as long as the nozzle diameter is not changed substantially and undesired backflow of the reservoir fluid into the injection channel is avoided. Moreover, the system temperature is not varied because we do not expect to obtain any qualitatively different information and, hence, no new insights from such experiments. Figure 3 shows the phase diagram of reverse tube growth in terms of ∆F and Q. The density difference is varied by changing the initial cupric sulfate concentration while maintaining a constant silicate concentration in the injected jet. As described in the Experimental Section, the density difference depends linearly on cupric sulfate concentration. Notice that the flow rate is varied by more than 2 orders of magnitude from 0.3 to 200 mL/h.
The phase diagram in Figure 3 distinguishes between the four regimes described in the context of Figure 2 . Each regime is bound to a unique region denoted by the first letter of its name. The assignment of an experiment to a specific regime is carried out by visual inspection of the growth dynamics. We note that the assignment is not always unequivocal along the regime boundaries because of intermittent changes in dynamics. Nonetheless, our assignments aim to apply the following criteria: jetting must occur around a stable jet of solution and the tubes must have a nearly constant growth velocity; popping must involve the nearly periodic release of small colloidal droplets and a nearly constant increase in tube length with each popping event; budding is a rhythmic process which must not involve the release of any readily detectable colloidal or liquid substance; fracturing dynamics must involve the rhythmic release of well-formed tube segments of varying length. Using these definitions, we find that reverse jetting (J) and budding (B) are the most dominant forms of tube growth in the parameter space investigated. Furthermore, for most but the smallest flow rates, these two regimes are separated by either oscillatory reverse popping (P) or fracturing dynamics (F). The transition between (F) and (P) occurs at a flow rate of approximately 3-4 mL/h.
In the following, we provide data on fracturing in an attempt to better characterize this novel regime which appears to differ distinctly from all prior examples of tube formation in silica gardens and related experiments. Figure 4 shows two representative examples for the temporal evolution of the tube length L under fracturing growth conditions. The length L is defined as the tube's vertical extension from the lowest point of the injection nozzle downward. It is measured in an automated fashion from digital image sequences using in-house software. The experiments illustrated in parts a and b of Figure 4 differ only in the flow rate Q which is 0.8 mL/h in (a) and 1.4 mL/h in (b). These values, along with the employed density difference of ∆F ) 115 kg/m 3 , place the conditions well within the fracturing growth domain (cf. Figure 3) . The two time traces in Figure 4 are very jagged and seemingly erratic. Each sudden decrease in L corresponds to the break-off of a portion of the lower tube segment while the slower phases of increasing L values correspond to nearly steady growth. The data indicate that the tube can fully detach from the injection nozzle, thus, resetting L to zero. In all experiments on fracturing behavior, the tube length did not exceed 5 cm, which suggests the existence of an upper limit of tube length or indicates that the temporary formation of longer tubes is very unlikely. We emphasize that this feature also distinguishes fracturing growth from all other known regimes because the latter seem to have either no upper length limit or a maximal length that exceeds the height of our solution reservoir (typically 25-30 cm). Additional information on fracturing dynamics is obtained from statistical analyses. These analyses are based on numerous data sets similar to the ones shown in Figure 4 . Each data set spans 15 min of experiment at a typical temporal and spatial resolution of 0.5 s and 9.3 pixel/mm, respectively. From these data, we extract the probability distributions of the length of the detaching fragments ∆L and the time passed between subsequent break-off events ∆t. The normalized ∆L and ∆t distributions are shown in parts a and b of Figure 5 , respectively, for three different flow rates, namely, 0.8 mL/h (squares), 1.1 mL/h (circles), and 1.4 mL/h (triangles). Each distribution has one maximum and approaches zero probability for very small and very large values of ∆L or ∆t. Moreover, we find that the ∆L distribution shows either no or very little dependence on the employed flow rate. To the contrary, we measure a pronounced flow-rate dependence for the ∆t distribution. The maximum of this distribution shifts to larger ∆t values and also broadens as the flow rate is decreased (see Figure 5b) . It is noted that the time elapsed between the nth and (n + 1)th break-off event shows no strong correlation to the length of the tube fragment released in the (n + 1)th event. Correlation analyses of data from 54 different runs at three different flow rates yield correlation coefficients between 0.3 and 0.7.
The experimental data shown in Figure 5 can be described by log-normal distributions where µ and σ are the mean and the standard deviation of the variable's logarithm, respectively. The six solid curves in parts a and b of Figure 5 represent the corresponding least-square fits and show good agreement with our data. We note that lognormal distributions often apply to measurements that have more or less skewed rather than normal distributions. This situation can arise when mean values are low, variances large, and experimental values are not allowed to be negative. Moreover, log-normal distributions suggest that the measured variable is the multiplicative product of small independent factors. Typical examples are distributions of particles, chemicals, and organisms in the environment, latent periods of infectious diseases, and the length of written sentences. 47 Table 1 quantifies the main results obtained from fitting lognormal distributions to the data in parts a and b of Figure 5 . It also lists the average outer radius of the broken-off tube segments for three different flow rates. The tube radii are approximately 410 µm and appear to be independent of flow rate. The tabulated mean values (µ ∆L and µ ∆t ) and standard deviations (σ ∆L and σ ∆t ) of the ∆L and ∆t distributions re-emphasize that the "fracturing period" decreases with increasing flow rate whereas the length is independent of Q. The latter finding implies that the rhythmicity of the process is not simply caused by external, temporal noise such as mechanical or acoustical vibrations of a comparable frequency. To the contrary, the results show that break-off occurs at a characteristic length for which the tube material yields under its own weight. This critical length is best described by the most frequent value of ∆L, which in statistics is called the mode. For log-normal distributions this value equals exp(µ ∆L -σ 2 ∆L ) and hence yields the critical volume V crit ) πr 2 exp(µ ∆L -σ 2 ∆L ) which is independent of Q. (The physically more relevant critical force is ∆FgV crit where g denotes earth's acceleration and ∆F is the density difference between the tube and the outer solution.)
Visual inspection of our image data suggests that tubes do not leak during their steady growth phases and hence must be capped at the tip. This observation suggests that the critical volume V crit can be also described by V crit ) Q exp(µ ∆t -σ 2 ∆t ). Notice that the latter equation explains why the break-off events shift to longer periods for slower pump rates Q. Furthermore, our discussion can be extended to include additional features of the ∆L and ∆t distributions. We propose a single master distribution in terms of a variable ∆V that can be calculated from the ∆L and ∆t distributions as ∆V ) πr 2 ∆L and ∆V ) Q∆t, respectively. The corresponding, renormalized distributions are shown in Figure 5c . The solid curve represents the best lognormal fit (µ ) (1.51 ( 0.02) mm 3 , σ ) (0.62 ( 0.02) mm 3 ). All six data sets fall essentially on this master curve, thus implying that all aspects of the ∆t distributions are determined by the characteristics of the ∆L distributions.
Last we note that the origins of the observed ∆L variations are not fully understood. The erratic nature of fracturing dynamics seems to result from variations in the wall's composition, thickness, and diameter. These variations should be characteristic for the employed reactants, but one also needs to consider that the wall is a nonequilibrium material. It is likely that the tensile strength of the wall increases over the lifetime of a given tube segment, thus complicating the overall breakoff dynamics. Also, other factors might have to be considered such as conceivable changes in the tube's internal pressure.
Conclusion
Our experiments establish that tubular precipitation structures can be created by injection of sodium silicate into a large reservoir containing aqueous cupric sulfate solution. These conditions are the reverse of a situation analyzed in earlier studies where cupric sulfate was injected into a reservoir of sodium silicate solution. Therefore, it is perhaps not surprising that we observed similar growth dynamics in the form of reverse jetting, popping, and budding. However, the tubes formed under reverse conditions are much softer and we did not succeed in collecting tube fragments for space-resolved compositional analyses. The specific layering of materials within the tube wall is expected to be different from that of the materials studied earlier. Pagano et al. reports that tube walls formed by cupric sulfate injection are non-homogeneous materials showing high silica content on the outside and high copper hydroxide content on the inside of the tube. 45 This layering reflects the geometrical arrangement of the initial reactants, which suggests that tubes grown under reverse conditions should consist predominantly } of amorphous and/or colloidal silica on the inside and copper hydroxide on the outside. Reverse reaction conditions also give rise to a growth regime that we coined "fracturing". We reemphasize that fracturing has not been observed under "non-reverse" conditions. Furthermore, it differs qualitatively from the other three regimes and is periodic although the time elapsed between subsequent breakoff events fluctuates greatly. We are confident that this erratic behavior is not caused by external factors but rather reflects spatial variations of the tube material. This conclusion is drawn from (i) the observation of a flow-rate-independent ∆L distribution and (ii) the existence of a master curve onto which all ∆L and ∆t data can be scaled. In the future, it will be interesting to study fracturing dynamics for other reactant pairs and perhaps also for externally forced systems. Such experiments should provide more insights into the specifics of fracturing dynamics and will expand our overall understanding of precipitation tubes in artificial and natural systems.
